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SECTION - A  

I. Answer TEN of the following questions briefly (35 words):                                                    (10x3=30)  

1. What is Hans’ response to Miller's request for help? 

2.  Give the significance of the title ‘Paper Money’. 

3.  Briefly explain the setting  of the story “The Guest” by Albert Camus. 

4. How is the reference to Charlotte and Emily important to a would-be writer? 

5. List the traits that Debbie and Buster share. 

6. Give a short note of the eerie description of Manderley? 

7. Why do you think the poem “The Professor” is a monologue? 

8. How does Sylvia Plath compare mirrors with lakes in her poem “Mirror”? 

9. What is the event referred to in the poem “ A Bronzeville Mother Loiters in Mississippi.Meanwhile ,a  

    /mississippi Mother burns bacon”? 

10. Comment on the journey which Sujata Bhatt talks about in her poem “The one who goes away” 

11. What is the outsider’s perception of India and why did Steve Jobs want to make a sojourn in India. 

12. What is your first impression of Maya in her ‘Momma’s Store? 

 

SECTION - B  

II. Write paragraphs on any THREE of the following in 150 words:                                     ( 3x10= 30) 

13. Describe the relationship between the villagers and  Hans. 

14. Discuss the Irony in the story, “Paper Money” 

15. How does the use of colour add depth to the bizarre dream painting of Manderley? 

16. How does the poet Pablo Neruda use images from nature to highlight  his loss and longing? 

17. What are your suggestions to make India a knowledge super power? 

18.  How does Synge maintain a mourning tone throughout the play “The Riders to the Sea” 

 

SECTION – C  

III. Answer any TWO of the following in 350 words:                                                         (2x20=40) 

 

19. a) Imagine that Little Hansa had recognized the self centered nature of the  Miller and had outsmarted  

           him. Draft an alternate conclusion to the story. 

OR 

      b) Re-cast the story “The Guest” from the Arab’s point of view. 

 

20. a) Do you find Maurya’s resignation convincing? Justify your answer. 

OR 

      b) Recount the struggles of an Indian entrepreneur, whose rise to economic stardom is a rags-to-riches  

           story. 
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